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Abstract— Opacity is a confidentiality property that arises
in the analysis of security properties in networked systems. It
characterizes whether a “secret” of a system can be inferred
by an outside observer called an “intruder.” We consider the
problem of enforcing opacity in partially-observed discrete
event systems modeled as automata. We propose a novel
enforcement mechanism based on the use of insertion functions.
An insertion function is a monitoring interface at the output of
the system that changes the system’s output behavior by insert-
ing additional observable events. The insertion function must
respond to the full system’s output behavior. Also, the insertion
function should not create new observed behavior but only
replicate existing observable strings. We define the property of
“i-enforceability,” when there exists an insertion function that
renders a non-opaque system opaque. To synthesize insertion
functions that ensure opacity, we define and construct a new
structure called the “All Insertion Structure” (AIS). The AIS
can be used to verify if a given opacity property is i-enforceable.
The AIS enumerates all i-enforcing insertion functions in a
compact state transition structure. If a given opacity property
has been verified to be i-enforceable, we show how to use the
AIS to synthesize an i-enforcing insertion function.

I. INTRODUCTION

Security and privacy are important concerns in today’s net-
worked systems. One class of security and privacy problems
is confidentiality, i.e., preventing the disclosure of certain
information to unauthorized identities. Some examples of
information that require confidentiality are patients’ medical
history in online healthcare systems, identities of the sender
and/or receiver in anonymous communication systems, and
social security numbers in the electronic identification sys-
tems. The confidentiality property of interest in this pa-
per is called opacity. It was introduced in the computer
science community [10] and has been studied recently in
Discrete Event Systems (DES) [1], [2], [11], [12]. Opacity
is a confidentiality property that characterizes whether some
secret information of a system can be inferred by outside
observers. The ingredients of the DES formulation of an
opacity problem are: (1) the system has a secret; (2) the
system is only partially observable; (3) the intruder is an
observer who has full knowledge of the system structure.
The secret of the system is opaque if for every output
behavior revealing the secret, there is an observationally-
equivalent behavior that does not reveal the secret. We call
the latter behaviors “non-secret.” Thus, the intruder is not
sure if the secret or the non-secret has occurred. The secret
of the system is not restricted to events or states; it can be
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defined by any representation in the given DES model. For
example, the secret can be defined in terms of the current
state, the initial state, a sequence of K states, or a set of
initial-final state pairs. Opacity properties corresponding to
these various cases have been investigated in [1], [2], [11],
[12], [15] using different DES modeling formalisms such as
Petri nets, labeled transition systems, and automata.

In this paper, we consider the opacity problem in DES
modeled as finite-state automata (FSA). Given an opacity
property, methods for verifying if the secret is opaque or not
have been investigated in [4], [6], [9], [11], [12]. When a
secret is verified not to be opaque, the following question
arises: How can we enforce the secret to be opaque? Many
prior studies have designed the minimally-restrictive opacity-
enforcing supervisory controller based on the supervisory
control theory of DES; see, e.g., [5], [13]. The system behav-
ior under supervisory control is restricted such that a behav-
ior is disabled by feedback control if it is going to reveal the
secret. While the secret under this controller is guaranteed
to be opaque, this approach does not apply to situations
where the system must execute its full behavior. Another
approach to enforce opacity properties is to use a dynamic
observer, which dynamically modifies the observability of
every system event [4]. Unlike a supervisory controller, a
dynamic observer allows the full system behavior, but it also
erases some information that was to be output. Such erasure
could create “new” observed strings that would have not
been seen in the original system (under a static observable
projection). When the intruder observes such a new string,
it knows that a dynamic observer has been implemented
and may choose to attack through other methods. Then,
the system designer will have to modify the defense model.
Another enforcement approach that allows the full system
behavior is the run-time enforcement mechanism in [6]. This
enforcement mechanism employs delays when outputting
executions to enforce K-step opacity. However, this method
applies only to secrets for which time duration is of concern.

The above limitations in the prior work have motivated us
to propose and study a novel time-insensitive enforcement
mechanism that allows the full system behavior without
creating new observed behavior. As shown in Figure 1, the
enforcement mechanism that we propose is based on the
use of insertion functions at run-time. An insertion function
allows the full system behavior because it is a monitoring
interface placed at the output of the system. If an observed
behavior t from the system is about to reveal the secret, then
the insertion function remedies this behavior by inserting
additional observable events and outputting t 0. When making
insertions, an insertion function should not create new ob-
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served behavior. Thus, it cannot choose any random insertion
strategy. An insertion strategy must be well-designed so that
every behavior at the output of the insertion function must
be observationally-equivalent to some non-secret behavior at
run-time. We refer to such a characterization of insertion
functions as the property of i-enforceability.

output t modified  output  t’  Insertion 
function

additional observable events

Proj. 
PSystem G

Intruder

Fig. 1: The insertion mechanism

The i-enforceability property is a rather strong criterion for
insertion function design. Not every secret of a system has
a corresponding i-enforcing insertion function that enforces
the secret to be opaque. Therefore, given a secret, we
want to first verify if there exists an i-enforcing insertion
function, i.e., if the opacity property is i-enforceable. One of
the contributions of this paper is an algorithmic procedure
to verify if a given opacity property is i-enforceable. We
construct a structure called the “All Insertion Structure”
(AIS), which enumerates in a compact manner all i-enforcing
insertion functions. To verify if opacity is i-enforceable,
it suffices to determine if the AIS is the empty structure
or not. Furthermore, if opacity is i-enforceable, we show
how to use the AIS to synthesize an i-enforcing insertion
function. The algorithms for both the verification and the
synthesis are general enough so that they apply to four
opacity properties: current-state opacity, initial-state opacity,
language-based opacity, and initial-and-final-state opacity.
Other works in the computer science literature have also used
insertion functions to enforce security properties; see e.g.,
[8], [14]. However, the class of security policies considered
does not include opacity. To the best of our knowledge,
our work is the first to address opacity enforcement using
insertion functions.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as
follows. Section II introduces the system model and relevant
definitions. Section III reviews the basics of the opacity
problem. Section IV formally defines insertion functions and
the i-enforceability property. In Section V, we present the 4-
stage construction of the All Insertion Structure (AIS). The
synthesis of an insertion function using the AIS is presented
in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Automata Models

An automaton G = (X ,E, f ,X0) has a set of states X =
{0,1, ...,N � 1}, a set of events E, a deterministic state
transition function f : X ⇥E⇤ ! X , and a set of initial-states
X0. In opacity problems, the initial state need not be known
a priori by the intruder and thus we include a set of initial
states X0 in the definition of G. The language generated by
G is the system behavior that is defined by L (G,X0) := {s2
E⇤ : (9i 2 X0)[ f (i,s) is defined]}. For simplicity, we will use
L (G) if the set of initial states is clearly defined. In general,
the system is partially observable. Hence, the event set is

partitioned into an observable set Eo and an unobservable set
Euo. Given a string t 2 E⇤, its observation is the output of the
natural projection P : E⇤ ! E⇤

o , which is recursively defined
as P(te) = P(t)P(e) where t 2 E⇤ and e 2 E. Projection of
an event is P(e) = e if e 2 Eo and P(e) = e if e 2 Euo [{e}
where e is the empty string.

B. Dashed Parallel Composition

We will use the dashed parallel composition, a special
synchronization operator denoted as ||d . This composition
synchronizes two types of automata: one with only solid
transitions (e.g., the automaton in Figure 2c), and one with
both solid and dashed transitions (e.g., the automaton in
Figure 2d). In dashed parallel composition, the transitions of
the two automata are synchronized on common events, like in
the standard parallel composition. However, a common event
is represented by a dashed transition if the corresponding
transition in the second automaton is a dashed one; it
is represented by a solid transition otherwise. For private
events, the solid/dashed status of the transitions is preserved.

C. Projection Pund and Mask Mi

The set of insertion events Ei is the set of observable
events but every event has an extra insertion label denoted
by subscript i. That is, Ei = {ei : e 2 Eo}. We now define the
projection Pund and the mask Mi. Each of Pund and Mi is
an operation on strings consisting of insertion events and ob-
servable events. Pund is a natural projection that distinguishes
between insertion events and observable events. Specifically,
an insertion event under Pund is the empty string and an
observable event remains observable: Pund(ei)= e,ei 2Ei and
Pund(e) = e,e 2 Eo. On there other hand, under Mi, insertion
events and observable events are indistinguishable. The mask
removes the subscript i of events: Mi(ei) = e,ei 2 Ei and
Mi(e) = e,e 2 Eo.

III. OPACITY PROBLEMS IN AUTOMATA FORMULATIONS

A. Definition of Opacity Problems

We consider opacity properties in DES modeled as finite-
state automata G = (X ,E, f ,X0). The settings of an opacity
problem are: (1) G has a secret; (2) G is partially observable:
E = Eo[Euo; (3) The intruder is an observer of G; it has full
knowledge of G, but only partially observes G through the
natural projection P. That is, the intruder’s observations are
in P[L (G)]. With the knowledge of G and its observations,
the intruder infers the real system behavior by constructing
estimates. The secret is said to be opaque if no intruder’s
estimate reveals the occurrence of the secret. That is, the
system’s secret is opaque if for any secret behavior, there
exists at least one other non-secret behavior that is observa-
tionally equivalent to the intruder. Therefore, the intruder is
not sure whether the secret or the non-secret has occurred.
A formal definition will be given in Section III-C.

B. Four Notions of Opacity

Different definitions of the system’s secret yield different
notions of opacity. Here we consider four cases: current-state
opacity (CSO), initial-state opacity (ISO), language-based
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opacity (LBO), and initial-and-final-state opacity (IFO). The
first three have been studied in [4], [9], [11]; IFO was
introduced in our recent work [15]. Current-state opacity
defines the secret as the current state of the system. Initial-
state opacity defines the secret as the initial state. The secret
of CSO or ISO is a subset of the state space, XS ✓ X .
Language-based opacity defines the secret as a sublanguage
of the system’s language, LS ✓ L (G). Lastly, initial-and-
final-state opacity defines the secret as pairs of initial and
final states, Xsp ✓ X0 ⇥ X . When considering these four
opacity properties, we assume that the full (prefix-closed)
system behavior L (G) is of concern and that the non-secret
[language; state set; state pairs] is the complement of the
secret [language; state set; state pairs]. These assumptions
do not result in any essential loss of generality.

C. Verification of Opacity Properties
In [15], we have shown that CSO, ISO and IFO can be

mapped to LBO by suitably (re)defining G and LS. Thus,
each opacity property can be discussed in terms of LBO,
which we now formally define:

Definition 1 (LBO): Given G = (X ,E, f ,X0), P, and a se-
cret language LS ✓ L (G,X0), language-based opacity prop-
erty holds if for every string t1 2 LS, there exists another
string t2 2 LNS = L (G,X0)\LS such that P(t1) = P(t2).

In particular, an opacity property holds if the intruder
always observes a string t 2 P[L (G) \ LS]. The “largest”
set containing such strings is the supremal prefix-closed
sublanguage of P(LNS), which we call the safe language
and denote by Lsa f e. A string t 2 P[L (G)] is said to be safe
if t 2 Lsa f e, and is unsafe otherwise. Using the result from
[7], Lsa f e is characterized by the formula:

Lsa f e = P[L (G)]\ (P[L (G)]\P(LNS))E⇤
o (1)

In [15], we have also shown that every opacity property
can be verified by its corresponding forward state estimator1.
A forward state estimator is an automaton where a state
reached by string t is the intruder’s [current-state; initial-
state; initial-and-final-state] estimate when it observes t.
Specifically, CSO and LBO can be verified by the standard
observer automaton defined in Section 2.5.2 of [3]; ISO and
IFO can be verified by the trellis-based Initial-State Estimator
(ISE) introduced in [11]. The existence of a forward state
estimator for every opacity property of interest is key to
the development of the verification algorithms in this paper.
For simplicity, we will call a forward state estimator an
estimator and denote it by E hereafter. Given an opacity
property, its estimator gives an estimate for every observed
string t 2P[L (G)]. The opacity property holds if no estimate
contains only the secret information (specifically, current
state, initial state, or initial-and-final-state pair). If there is
an estimate that contains only the secret information, the
secret is revealed when the corresponding observed string has
occurred. In this case, the estimate corresponds to an unsafe
observed string. We call an estimate as safe if it is reached by

1This is in contrast to the alternative estimator for ISO proposed in [15],
which is the observer of the reversed automaton of G and thus is not a
“forward” state estimator.

a safe string, and unsafe otherwise. It is clear that an estimate
containing only the secret information is unsafe. However,
for an estimate containing also the non-secret information, it
could be unsafe if the corresponding observed string has an
unsafe prefix (recall that Lsa f e is prefix-closed). In Section
V-A, we will obtain an estimator with only safe estimates.
For this purpose, we have to take the accessible part after
removing the estimates that contain only the secret.

IV. ENFORCEMENT OF OPACITY USING INSERTION
FUNCTIONS

When a given secret is verifiably not opaque, one would
like to know how to enforce opacity. We propose to enforce
opacity using insertion functions. The insertion enforcement
mechanism allows the full system behavior, does not create
new observed behavior, and does not deploy delays.

A. Insertion Enforcement Mechanism
The insertion function is a special type of monitor that not

only monitors the system but also inserts additional events
to the system’s observed behavior when necessary. It takes
an observed event from the system, possibly inserts extra
observable events, and outputs the resulting string. In terms
of the intruder, the extra inserted events are indistinguishable
from the genuine system’s observable events. Therefore,
observing at the output of the insertion function, the intruder
cannot tell if the observed string includes inserted events or
not.2 While an inserted event and an observable event are
indistinguishable, we need to clearly distinguish them for the
sake of discussion. Hence, we attach a virtual insertion label
to every inserted event. That is, we write that the insertion
function inserts events ei 2 Ei instead of e 2 Eo. Because the
virtual insertion label is not recognized by the intruder, we
let the intruder observe the modified output under mask Mi.
We also use projection Pund , which erases inserted events, to
reconstruct the original observed string.

B. Insertion Functions
The insertion enforcement mechanism depends on the

design of insertion functions. Formally, we describe an
insertion function as a (potentially partial) function fI :
E⇤

o ⇥Eo ! E⇤
i Eo that outputs a string with insertions based

on the system’s past and current observed behavior. More
precisely, given that the system has executed a string with
observation t 2 E⇤

o and the current observed event is eo 2 Eo,
the insertion function is defined such that fI(t,eo) = tIeo if
string tI 2 E⇤

i is inserted before eo. Hereafter we will use
(t,eo) to denote the system’s observed behavior that defines
the output of fI .

The function fI only defines the instantaneous inser-
tion for every (t,eo). To know the complete modified
string from the insertion function, we define an equivalent
string-based insertion function f str

I from fI : f str
I (e) = e

and f str
I (sn) = fI(e,e1) fI(e1,e2) · · · fI(e1e2 . . .en�1,en) where

2This ensures that opacity will hold even when the intruder knows the
insertion function. When an intruder that knows the insertion function
observes an output string, it is still not sure if the string is an unsafe string
with insertion or a safe string, because inserted events are indistinguishable
from genuine system observed events.
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sn = e1e2 . . .en 2 E⇤
o . Given G, the modified language output

after the insertion function is f str
I (L (G)) = {t 2 (E⇤

i Eo)⇤ :
t = f str

I (s)^ s 2 L (G)} and is denoted hereafter by Lout .
Example 1: Given G with Eo = {a,b}, the insertion func-

tion fI that “inserts a before the first b” is defined as
fI(e,b) = aib, fI(e,a) = a, fI(t,e) = e for t 2 E⇤

o \ {e} and
e 2 {a,b}.

We have defined a general insertion function. However,
not all insertion functions enforce the given opacity property
of the system. To enforce opacity, an insertion function must
satisfy a property called i-enforceability.

C. I-Enforcing Insertion Functions

I-enforceability is a property of insertion functions that
captures the fact that every system observable behavior is
made to look non-secret under Mi after insertion. Therefore,
given an i-enforcing insertion function, every behavior after
insertion must be within the safe language and every system
observable behavior must result in an insertion (possibly e).
Two properties are required to guarantee i-enforceability:
safety and admissibility. An insertion function is i-enforcing
if it is safe and admissible.

Definition 2: (Safe Insertion Functions) Given G, secret
language LS and non-secret language LNS, an insertion func-
tion is safe if its modified language, Lout , is within the safe
language under mask Mi; that is, Mi (Lout)✓ Lsa f e.
The safety property ensures that no string output by fI reveals
the secret. To make sure fI inserts on every observable
behavior, we define the admissibility property.

Definition 3: (Admissible Insertion Functions) Given G,
an insertion function is admissible if it inserts (possibly e)
on every observable behavior from G. That is, fI(t,eo) is
defined for all teo 2 P[L (G)].
The admissible property means that an insertion function is
a true interface that monitors the system.

Definition 4: (I-Enforcing Insertion Functions) Given G,
secret language LS and non-secret language LNS, an insertion
function is called i-enforcing if it is both safe and admissible.
Moreover, the opacity property is called i-enforceable if there
exists an i-enforcing insertion function.

V. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ALL INSERTION STRUCTURE

We have proposed the use of insertion functions to enforce
opacity properties. Then, one might ask two questions: (Q1)
How to verify if a given opacity property for a system is i-
enforceable? (Q2) How to synthesize an i-enforcing insertion
function? These two questions can be answered by a special
automaton called the All Insertion Structure (AIS). We will
construct the AIS in this section and then answer (Q1). (Q2)
will be answered in Section VI.

The All Insertion Structure (AIS) is an automaton that
enumerates, in a compact transition structure, all determin-
istic i-enforcing insertion functions for a given secret of the
system. The construction of the AIS is rather involved and
comprises four stages: (1) The i-verifier of the given opacity
property of the system. The i-verifier is the composition of
two special estimators. It represents an insertion function that
is safe, but nondeterministic. (2) The meta-observer of the

i-verifier. The meta-observer is an observer-like automaton
that is used to determine one tI for every (t,eo) from the
nondeterministic function in stage 1. (3) The unfolded i-
verifier. This structure “unfolds” the meta-observer in stage 2
and enumerates all deterministic insertion functions. (4) The
final structure AIS. It is obtained by pruning inadmissible
insertion functions from the unfolded i-verifier. We present
the construction of the above four structures (which can all
be viewed as automata) in the following four sections.

A. Stage 1: Construction of the i-verifier V

The i-verifier V represents an insertion function that is
safe, nondeterministic, and maximally-inserting. This au-
tomaton is the dashed parallel composition of the desired
estimator E d and the feasible estimator E f , two automata
obtained from the estimator E for the given secret of G.

The construction of the i-verifier V starts by building the
desired estimator E d and the feasible estimator E f . First,
we build E d from E by deleting all estimates containing
only the secret information and taking the accessible part.
The resulting estimator contains only safe estimates and thus
generates the safe language Lsa f e by construction. Then,
we build E f by adding self-loops for every inserted event
ei 2 Ei (represented by dashed lines) at all states in E . This
estimator represents a nondeterministic insertion function
that inserts the set E⇤

i upon every (t,eo). Furthermore, E⇤
i

is the maximal set for insertion because it includes all
insertion strings of arbitrarily long length. Therefore, the
function is also “maximally-inserting”. Examples of E , E d

and E f are shown in Figures 2b, 2c and 2d, respectively.
Finally, we synchronize the two estimators by the dashed
parallel composition operation, and obtain the i-verifier V =
E d ||dE f as shown in Figure 2e. Because the i-verifier is the
synchronization of E d and E f , it inherits the safe feature
of E d , and the nondeterministic and maximally-inserting
features of E f . The i-verifier represents a nondeterministic
insertion function such that the insertion set upon every
(t,eo) includes any string tI 2 E⇤

I provided that the output
inserted string is safe.

Formally, the i-verifier is an automaton denoted by V =
(Mv,Eo [Ei,dv,mv,0). A state mv 2 Mv is a pair of estimates
(md ,m f ), where md is a (safe) estimate from E d and m f is
the genuine (potentially unsafe) estimate from E f . In fact, md
is the estimate of the intruder who eavesdrops with Mi and
m f is the estimate of the designer who reconstructs with Pund .
The pair (md ,m f ) means that although the genuine observed
behavior of G leads to a possibly unsafe estimate m f , the
intruder is tricked into generating a safe estimate md .

Example 2: Given G and the secret state set {4} in Figure
2a, we build the estimator E in Figure 2b to verify current-
state opacity (CSO). E shows that the secret is not opaque
because estimate m3 contains only the secret state 4. To
determine if CSO is i-enforceable, we first construct the i-
verifier V in this example and will complete the AIS in the
following subsections.

To construct V , we first build E d by removing m3 from
E and taking the accessible part; the resulting E d generates
the safe language and is shown in Figure 2c. Then, we build
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Fig. 2: The system, the estimators, and the i-verifier used in
Example 2.

E f by adding self-loops for ai and bi at every state in E ; the
inserted events ai and bi are represented by dashed lines.
Finally, V is the dashed parallel composition of E d and
E f , as shown in Figure 2e. We now use this example to
see the features of the insertion function generated in V .
First, the safe feature can be shown by the transitions from
(m0,m0) to (m1,m0) and then to (m2,m3), which correspond
to inserting ai before the first b. This insertion tricks the
intruder (who observes with Mi) into thinking G outputs ab
and generating safe estimate m2, while the original observed
string b corresponds to the unsafe estimate m3. Second, the
nondeterministic feature can be shown by the set aibia⇤i
inserted before the first a. Note that no modified string in
(aibia⇤i )a reveals the secret, and that no insertion not in aibia⇤i
can modify a to be a safe string. Therefore, the insertion
function is maximally-inserting.

B. Stage 2: Construction of the meta-observer mObs(V )

The insertion function captured in V is nondeterministic.
To determine one insertion response for every (t,eo) from
the nondeterministic insertion function, we first build the so-
called meta-observer of the i-verifier, mObs(V ). The meta-
observer has a structure similar to the observer automaton
Obs(V ). It groups together all insertions corresponding to a

given past observed string t. Given an i-verifier V , its meta-
observer mObs(V ) = (Mv,mo,Eo [ Ei,dv,obs,dv,mo,mv,mo,0) is
a special observer of V , with respect to Pund , where the
unobservable transitions (Ei) are preserved. The reason for
preserving Ei transitions is to remember insertion responses.
To preserve Ei transitions while grouping insertion responses,
we define a meta-observer state mv,mo = (mv,mv,obs) 2 Mv,mo
to be a pair consisting of a state in V and a state in
Obs(V ). Also, mObs(V ) has two transitions functions: dv,obs
and dv,mo. The former is the transition function of Obs(V ),
which captures the system’s observed behavior. The latter
defines transitions between Mv,mo states, which capture the
effect of insertion responses. We show the meta-observer
for Example 2 in Figure 3. Note that we only show the
function dv,mo, which is represented by the dashed and the
solid transitions. The function dv,obs is not explicitly shown
as it can be inferred from dv,mo.

Formally, mObs(V ) is constructed from the i-verifier V
and its observer automaton Obs(V ) with respect to Pund .

Input: V = (Mv,Eo [Ei,dv,mv,0)
and Obs(V ) = (Mv,obs,Eo,dv,obs,mv,obs,0)

Output: mObs(V ) = (Mv,mo,Eo [Ei,dv,obs,dv,mo,mv,mo,0)
1) mv,mo,0 = (mv,0,mv,obs,0). Set Mv,mo = {mv,mo,0}
2) for all b = (b,bobs) 2 Mv,mo whose dashed descen-

dants have not been expanded do
for all e 2 Ei do

dv,mo(b ,e) = (dv(b,e),bobs) if dv(b,e) is de-
fined.
Add dv,mo(b ,e) to Mv,mo

end for
end for

3) for all b = (b,bobs) 2 Mv,mo whose dashed descen-
dants have been expanded but whose solid descen-
dants have not been expanded do

for all e 2 Eo do
dv,mo(b ,e) =

�
dv(b,e),dv,obs(bobs,e)

�
if dv(b,e)

is defined.
Add dv,mo(b ,e) to Mv,mo

end for
end for

4) Go back to step 2 and repeat until all nodes in Mv,mo
have been completely expanded

Example 3: Given V in Figure 2e, we follow the
above formal construction and build the meta-observer
mObs(V ) shown in Figure 3. In step 1, the initial state
is ((m0,m0),A), where (m0,m0) is the initial-state of V
and A = {(m0,m0),(m1,m0),(m2,m0)} is the initial state of
Obs(V ). In step 2, ((m0,m0),A) expands to ((m1,m0),A)
and then ((m1,m0),A) expands to ((m2,m0),A). This dashed-
descendant expansion generates all Mv,mo states whose Mv,obs
part is also A; these Mv,mo states belong to the top-
most group shown in the figure. In step 3, ((m0,m0),A)
expands to ((m1,m1),B) with event a, ((m1,m0),A) ex-
pands to ((m2,m3),C) with b, and ((m2,m0),A) expands
to ((m2,m1),B) with a. This time, the solid-descendant
expansion generates all Mv,mo states reached with Eo from
the existing states. Each newly generated Mv,mo state has a
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Mv,obs part that is different from A. Finally, we complete
constructing mObs(V ) by recursively proceeding with steps
2 and 3 until all Mv,mo states have been completely expanded.
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Fig. 3: The meta-observer of the i-verifier, mObs(V ). The solid
ellipses around states group states reachable by dashed transitions,
for the sake of illustration only.

C. Stage 3: Construction of the unfolded i-verifier Vu

The meta-observer groups all insertions to a given system’s
past output t; however, it does not consider the system’s
current output event eo. To determine one insertion response
for every (t,eo), we build the unfolded i-verifier Vu that
“unfolds” and enumerates all deterministic insertion func-
tions captured in mObs(V ). In Vu, insertion functions are
enumerated with sequences of alternating actions. Here, the
actions are indeed the transitions in Vu. They are called
actions to avoid being confused with event transitions of G.
The actions alternate between actions of G (output events)
and actions of an insertion function (insertion responses).
Therefore, a sequence of actions fully defines an insertion
strategy: If G outputs eo, then fI inserts tI before eo.

Formally, Vu is a bipartite graph that is defined as an
automaton Vu = (Y [Z,Eo [Mv,mo, fyz [ fzy,y0). An example
of Vu is shown in Figure 4. The two disjoint sets of states are
denoted by Y (square-shaped) and Z (ellipse-shaped). States
along a sequence of actions alternate between Y states and
Z states. We can describe Vu as a two-player “game.” The
first player is the system G; it makes actions at Y states
and determines what events to output. The second player
is the insertion function; it makes actions at Z states and
determines what string to insert. More specifically, a state
y 2 Y contains the information G needs for making actions;
it is a meta-observer state, y 2 Y = Mv,mo ✓ Mv ⇥Mv,obs. A
state z 2 Z contains the information fI needs; it consists
of its predecessor Y state and the corresponding incoming
action of an observable event, z 2 Z ✓ Y ⇥Eo = Mv,mo ⇥Eo.
An outgoing action of y 2 Y is an observable event in
Eo. An outgoing action of z 2 Z is an Mv,mo state that
compactly represents a set of insertions which is given by
a function called Ins : Mv,mo ⇥Mv,mo ! 2E⇤

i . Each insertion
in this set reacts to the same observed behavior, leads to
the same intruder-designer estimate pair, and has the same
effect on future insertions. For example, Figure 4 shows
the Vu built from the mObs(V ) in Figure 3. Given z =
(((m0,m0),A),a), its action ((m2,m0),A) is a set given by
Ins(((m0,m0),A),((m2,m0),A)), which is defined by {tI 2
E⇤

i : dv,mo(((m0,m0),A), tI) = ((m2,m0),A)} = aibia⇤i . The
transition function from Y to Z is denoted by fyz :Y ⇥Eo ! Z,
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Fig. 4: The unfolded i-verifier Vu built from mObs(V ). The shaded
states are pruned when constructing AIS.

and the transition function from Z to Y is denoted fzy :
Z ⇥Mv,mo ! Y . Lastly, as G is the first player, the initial
state of Vu is defined as y0 = mv,mo,0 2 Y .

The formal construction of Vu is presented below.
Input: mObs(V ) = (Mv,mo,Eo [Ei,dv,obs,dv,mo,mv,mo,0)

Output: Vu = (Y [Z,Eo [Mv,mo, fyz [ fzy,y0)
1) y0 = mv,mo,0. Set Y = {y0}
2) for all y = (mv,mv,obs) 2 Y that have not been

examined do
for all e 2 Eo do

fyz(y,e) = (y,e) if dv,obs(mv,obs,e) is defined
Add fyz(y,e) to z.

end for
end for

3) for all z = (mv,mo,e) 2 Z that have not been exam-
ined do

for all m 2 Mv,mo do
fzy(z,m) = dv,mo(m,e) if 9tI 2 E⇤

i such that m =
dv,mo(mv,mo, tI) and dv,mo(m,e) is defined
Add fzy(z,m) to Y .

end for
end for

4) Go back to step 2 and repeat until all accessible part
has been built.

D. Stage 4: Construction of the All Insertion Structure (AIS)
The All Insertion Structure (AIS) is constructed by prun-

ing inadmissible insertions in Vu. An insertion function is
inadmissible if there is a system observed behavior that it
cannot respond to. That is, there is z2 Z that has no outgoing
action for the insertion function (i.e., z is a deadlock state).
An example of a deadlocked Z state is (((m2,m1),B),b)
in Figure 4. To prune inadmissible insertions, we prune
(((m2,m1),B),b) and its incoming action b. However, we
cannot disable b because it is the action of the system at
state ((m2,m1),B) and insertion functions have no control
of system actions. Therefore, to avoid entering the troubled
state ((m2,m1),B), an insertion function should decide not
to respond with ((m2,m0),A) earlier at (((m0,m0),A),a).

We formally solve the above pruning process by formulat-
ing it as an instance of the Supervisory Control Problem with
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Blocking (SCPB), in the terminology of [3]. For this purpose,
marked states and controllable/uncontrollable events need to
be defined in Vu. We mark all Y states in Vu and leave all
Z states unmarked. This is because a function completes its
insertions at Y states, but is choosing an insertion response at
Z states. Also, we model all outgoing actions of Y states (Eo)
as uncontrollable and those of Z states (Mv,mo) as controllable
because an insertion function has no control of the system
output but is able to choose what string to insert. Finally, the
minimally restrictive nonblocking supervisor of Vu (see [3])
for this SCPB formulation is the AIS. The AIS generates and
only generates all admissible insertion functions. The formal
construction is presented below:

1) Mark all the Y states in Vu.
2) Model all outgoing actions of Y states (Eo) as uncon-

trollable, and all outgoing actions of Z states (Mv,mo)
as controllable.

3) Trim Vu and let the trimmed automaton Vtrim
u be the

specification automaton.
4) Obtain [Lm(Vtrim

u )]"C w.r.t L (Vu) by following the
standard "C algorithm in [3]. The AIS is the resulting
automaton representation of [Lm(Vtrim

u )]"C.
In Figure 4, step 3 will delete state (((m2,m1),B),b) and
step 4 will delete state ((m2,m1),B).

We now go back to question (Q1) posed at the beginning
of this section and answer it with Theorem 1:

Theorem 1: Given a secret of the system G, the corre-
sponding opacity property is i-enforceable if and only if the
AIS of G is not the empty automaton.

Proof: (Only if) By a contrapositive argument, when
the AIS is the empty automaton, it follows directly from the
four-stage construction of the AIS that there is no i-enforcing
insertion function, i.e., opacity is not i-enforceable. (If) We
again use a contrapositive proof. Suppose opacity is not i-
enforceable. Then there must be a system action in the AIS
where no insertion function is able to react; i.e., the AIS
has a deadlock state z 2 Z. Because z is deadlocked and
all incoming actions of z are uncontrollable, all Y states
leading to z must also be pruned according to the "C
algorithm. Pruning all Y states leading to z will generate more
deadlocked Z states, because otherwise opacity would be i-
enforceable. After an iterative calculation, all states leading
to z will eventually be pruned. Because z is reachable in the
AIS, this pruning will result in the empty automaton.

VI. SYNTHESIS OF I-ENFORCING INSERTION FUNCTIONS

We now answer question (Q2) and use the AIS to synthe-
size an i-enforcing insertion function as follows:

1) At every state z = (mmo,e) 2 Z, select one outgo-
ing action m0 2 Mv,mo. Then choose one string tI 2
Ins(mmo,m0) and replace label m0 by tI .

2) For every y1
eo�! z

tI�! y2, define fI(t,eo) = tIeo where
t is any string leading to y1 where all intermediate
insertions (i.e., outgoing actions of intermediate Z
states) are removed.

In step 1, the question of which outgoing action and string
to choose arises. We can establish a selection criterion by

designing an appropriate cost function, and formulate an
optimal control problem. The AIS provides a structure over
which such an optimal control problem can be formulated
and solved, and where all i-enforcing insertion functions are
considered. Solving such optimal control problems is beyond
the scope of this paper.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have considered the problem of enforcing opacity
using insertion functions at the interface between the system
and the intruder. In this novel opacity-enforcement paradigm,
the insertion function dynamically changes the system’s
observed behavior by inserting additional observable events.
Such insertions must force the full system observed be-
havior to be observationally equivalent to some non-secret
behavior. This property of insertion functions is called “i-
enforceability.” We have formally modeled the insertion
mechanism and characterized the i-enforceability property
of insertion functions. To verify if an opacity property is i-
enforceable, we have constructed the All Insertion Structure
(AIS) that enumerates in a compact state structure all i-
enforcing insertion functions. We have shown that opacity
is i-enforceable if and only if the AIS is not the empty
structure. Furthermore, we have also shown how to construct
i-enforcing insertion functions using the AIS.
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